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Spinner 18

Description

Spinner 18 

Description:- 

Spinner18 CNC turning center meets high torque requirements with an outstanding level of
performance at the highest possible level of quality.  

The robust machine structure of Spinner 18 supports best surface finish and high metal cutting
capability with high accuracy for medium diameter components. 

Spinner 18 has big bore spindle to accommodate bigger size jobs through spindle bore.  

Spinner India, Spinner Manufacturer, CNC Trainer Machine, Spinner Suppliers, Spinner Export,
Engineering Lab Equipment, Spinner, Spinner Online, buy Spinner, Spinner Manufacturer, buy
Spinner Online India. 

 

Machine Standard Feature:- 

AC digital servo drive for both axes 

Controlled temperature, humidity, and dust free electronics 

Lube oil collector 
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1 No axial tool holder 

AC digital spindle drive 

Linear motion guideways for X and Z axes 

8 station bi-directional turret 

3 Nos boring bar holders 

Coolant system 

Centralised and programmable lubrication 

Quality electrical devices with air-conditioned panel 

 

Optional Accessories:- 

Renishaw probe for auto tool 

Bar feeder with bar puller 

Part catcher 

Reduction sleeves 

Auto door 

AC digital spindle drive 

Linear motion guideways for X and Z axes 

8 station bi-directional turret 

3 Nos boring bar holders 

Servo turret with live tools 

Tooled up machine to meet customer need 
{ "@context": "https://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Spinner 18", "image":
"http://www.educational-equipments.com/images/catalog/product/749148260Spinner18Withlogo.jpg",
"description": "Spinner18 CNC turning center meets high torque requirements with an outstanding
level of performance at the highest possible level of quality. The robust machine structure of Spinner
18 supports best surface finish and high metal cutting capability with high accuracy for medium
diameter components. Spinner 18 has big bore spindle to accommodate bigger size jobs through
spindle bore. Spinner India, Spinner Manufacturer, CNC Trainer Machine, Spinner Suppliers, Spinner
Export, Engineering Lab Equipment, Spinner, Spinner Online, buy Spinner, Spinner Manufacturer,
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buy Spinner Online India. Machine Standard Feature:- AC digital servo drive for both axes Controlled
temperature, humidity, and dust free electronics Lube oil collector 1 No axial tool holder AC digital
spindle drive Linear motion guideways for X and Z axes 8 station bi-directional turret 3 Nos boring bar
holders Coolant system Centralised and programmable lubrication Quality electrical devices with air-
conditioned panel", "brand": "Educational Lab Equipments", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5",
"gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5",
"bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "15" } } 
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